
 How I got 
500

Followers
This is a short guide on getting you started on
your instagram journey. This is not a buy
followers or get followers FAST! 
But an honest approach to getting your account
off the ground.



How to begin
How to set it up:
Step1:
Set up your instagram account. If you have done so already I 
would recommend you have at least 9 posts. Why?

Well this flls the screen when someone clicks on your account 
and makes it look more legit. 

Have a good clear profle image. Go with either a LOGO using 
font OR a regular image which depicts your unique brand or 
YOU. Do not make an image with your logo on top. It is a small 
image and it can look unclear not everyone that sees your 
account has pin sharp eye sight. 

K.I.S.S (keep, it, simple, stupid) 

Step 2: 
If you have not already done so then turn your instagram 
account into a business account. Even if it is just to say that it 
is your personal blog.  

Follow the below and follow the instructions to do this.

Login into Page

Setting gear icon 

Switch Account to business account

This will give you access to the analytics’s of your account 
which will allow you to see when your followers on most 
active. This will give you a better idea about when to post.

Step 3:
Now I am in no way affliated with the company Later but I 
believe there product is the best for what I needed when I frst 
started out. They have a free plan and it allows you to pre 
schedule your instagram posts. Head to their web page and set 



up your account. You will then need to connect it to your 
instagram account which you can do with the easy to follow 
instructions from the website. 

What this allows you to do is spend your Monday morning 
scheduling your instagram posts and in essence the theme for 
your week and in fact the theme for your whole page. Once 
that is done you can sit back and the later app on your phone 
sends you a notifcation when you have to post your content. 
Leaving you to concentrate on  creating new content.

Being Social
Now that you are part of the Later family they will send you 
regular updates on the instagram algorithm and ways to 
better your profle. 

The most important thing on instagram is to be social and 
interactive. Now that doesn’t mean you need to spend hours on
your page doing this. I would recommend spending an hour or 
2 everyday building your page. Well how to do this?

You need to fnd infuencers in your niche and follow them. Do 
this by heading to the magnifying glass/search icon at the 
bottom of your instagram profle page. Type in what you think 
it may be. For example I have work a lot with photoshop. So I 
simply type that in. Of course the Photoshop page is the frst 
thing that pops up. Then search the page for the image that 
has the most likes! 

What profle that may take you to follow that person. Now 
when you follow that person instagram will then give you a 
whole lot of other accounts that are similar. 

Before you start following more people what you want to do is 
like 10 or more of the images of the account you have just 
followed. 

What this tells instagram is that you really enjoy the content 
and want to see more of it. It also sends the person a whole 
bunch of notifcations and they may head to your page and 
give you a follow. 

So once you have found the niche by searching instagram and 



followed your frst infuencer. You then like 5-10 images. 

Next you will need to follow the next person. You will fnd that 
in the suggested pop that will appear once you follow someone.

Now you need to repeat the process for everyone that you 
follow. IE like 5-10 images. To make this faster you can change
the way you view a persons page into a list. 

There is small list icon above the frst image on everyones 
profle. Its the second small icon. Then simply scroll and 
double tap on the images giving them a like. 

In your hour that you have dedicated to growing your page for 
the day you will probably follow around 20-30 people. You 
have told instagram that you are a real person and you love to 
engage. This is really positive and you will begin to see people 
following your account. 

Gaining Traction
Now when people begin to follow your account I suggest that 
you send them a DM. This is very easy. Simply head to their 
page and at the top right of the screen you will see a paper 
plane icon. 

Write a short but precise message thanking them for following 
your account and what exactly your brand or profle is about. 

IE you sell T shirts – Thank you for following our brand. We 
hope to give our customers one of a kind t shirts that are not 
only comfy but help save the planet too. Head to the link in our
bio for our story or here is the link to our store: 
www.ImakeepicTshirts.com

What I also recommend is heading to that persons page and 
liking 5 – 10 of their images and maybe leaving a comment on 
one. Don't leave a generic comment 

You want to say something specifc about the image. 
Instagram is full of bots and people are very tied of this. So 
don't sound like a bot!

http://www.ImakeepicTshirts.com/


Maintaining
You will want to repeat this process daily if you want to 
increase your following.

A quick summary:

1)Find a infuencers account to follow.

2)Like 5 – 10 images and leave a comment.

3)On the suggested followers repeat 1 & 2.

4)When you begin to see people following your account send 
them a DM (message). With a similar msg as highlighted 
in blue.

5)Head to their page and repeat 2.

While you are following new people wait a day or two before 
you unfollow them. You want to really keep the number of 
people that you follow to a reasonable amount. Everyone 
knows you can't actually be following and engaging with 1000 
people. Key here is not to be following and unfollow at the 
same time rather follow, like and comment while your 
followers are online. Then unfollow when they are not. I have 
found instagram recognises that you are unfollowing and 
doesn't share your content as much. 

  

 


	

